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Introduction
My name is Blanka, I’m from Czech republic and I study Web development at IBA in
Kolding, Denmark. I’ve spent spring semester at FHV in Dornbirn, Austria. The reason why I chose this place was mainly the location in the heart of Europe, in between
Alps and Lake Constance. Also Fachhochschule Voralberg has strongly developed
study program for media students. So in the middle of February, I’ve pack all my
stuff and I moved from Kolding to Dornbirn.

Dornbirn
Dornbirn is a tenth biggest city in Austria with around 50.000 inhabitants. It’s also
the biggest city in a Voralberg state. It has specific location near in the westernmost
part of Austria, near borders with Germany, Switzerland and Lichtenstein. Actually it’s easy to just take a bike and go to another country for one afternoon, which
sometimes leads to weird situations when you even don’t know in which country you
are right now. The location give us a possibility to travel around Europe as much as
possible.
But Dornbirn has another amenity. It lays in between the edge of Alps and Lake Constance. Both areas are basically right next door so one day you can hike on the top
of the Alps and in the evening you can chill out on the beach near lake.
Voralberg as a state is very specific, people here speaks different German, they live
in the harmonic peace with mountains, they are really keen about ecology and most
important thing: they are very very friendly. Whole state has a rural character and although Dornbirn is a city, you could sometimes see shepherd with his sheeps crossing the main square and you can buy fresh apple juice and strawberries on the farm
next to school.
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University
Fachhochschule Vorarlberg or in english Voralberg University of Applied Science is
the leading university of applied science in Austria. It has around 1200 students and
the campus is located in the centre of Dornbirn. The school has perfect relationships
with companies around Voralberg and it hosts a lot of conferences, workshops, exhibitions and other events. It means that the school is not just for students but it
cooperates with public on many levels, which is great.
The campus is divided into several building where all needed facility is included mensa, cafe, library etc. Intermedia section has all you need for work in multimedia
field - computer rooms with all software you need (both PC and MAC), animation
room, radio station studio, printing rooms (printing is for free even on plotter), photo studio, green screen room, photo/video rental etc. When we went for the first
tour around the building and saw all the facilities and possibilities, we wanted to
stay at this university forever. Sadly it can’t happen.
University is open 24/7, which was really new for me and it means that students can
use almost all of the facilities. Plus every semesters class has its own room (beside
the normal classes with computers) - just a room with couches, where you can sit,
study or just drink a beer.

University building

Semester’s classroom

Radio Achwelle studio

One of the print’s rooms
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Study
The Intermedia program was divided into three parts - Animation, Print and Web
design but it only mean that we had one specialize subject in this field and all the
other subject were together.
The form of study is focused on practical knowledge - first you get some knowledge
from teachers and then you make a project in groups to show that you understand it
and the teachers are couching during the classes. Groups always consist of one local
Austrian student and one international, which was also really smart. Attendance in
classes was mandatory.
We often went for an excursion - to the art gallery, opera house in Bregenz, local
television or design studio - to see how all the theoretical things work in real life.
That was really helpful. All the teachers are reputable in their field and in general I
had feeling that I’m actually part of something big, that we are creating big things
that matters and not just random projects. One evening there was a semester exhibition of all the projects student made last year - very fancy evening with big public
attendance, speeches, food, wine - showing all the work in big scale. That was pretty
awesome and I remember thinking about: “Wow, I’m studying on art school”

German language
I have to mention german classes as well. They are mandatory unless you can speak
german. There were 2 groups for beginners and one for advanced students. I was
in the beginners group because I never learned german, but my group was hard to
handle - lot of spanish and latin american students plus some girls from South Korea
and our teacher was bit desperate and I got the feeling that he actually gave up on
us.
So in the end, I pass the exam with the best grade but I’m not able to say a sentence
in german. But maybe it’s the problem that i just don’t understand any of this local
Voralberg’s german.

Filming project about Food
Waste for Media Ethic

Animating
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Experimental illustration
workshop

International office
The international office of the FHV is just full of sweethearts. Since the first evening
when they picked up us anywhere in Dornbirn, took us to the Erasmus house, introduce us to the rest of students, gave us all the information needed from A to Z, I was
just amazed.
The first week - introduction week, they filled all the 7 days with cool activities so we
could get to know, they made a parties for us, they took us to the Parade in Bregenz,
made an austrian breakfast for us, tried to teach us first german words, took use to
the market to try to buy some fruits using only german. Just amazing and from the
first week I felt like I was home.
During the whole semester they have to solve some of ours problems and nothing
was problem for us. Every time some event we should know about or just public holiday happened, we got an email. It’s hard to explain, but comparing to the situation
when I moved to Denmark and I was just lost for few month, this was experience
from another world. In the end of semester, they made a big BBQ festival for us and
farewell party - including free food and drinks.

Accomodation
There are two erasmus houses in Dornbirn, each of them about 10 minutes far from
school. They consist of 2 or 3 room flats, common room, laundry room and garden.
I’ve stayed in Sebastianstrasse in two room flat with kitchen and bathroom. All the
basic furniture was here as well as kitchenware.
I didn’t have any roommate. But in the end it doesn’t matter because we were like a
family, living one night in one erasmus house, another night in the second one, often sleeping outside in the garden, making BBQ every evening and watching football
championship together.

Erasmus house Sebastianstrasse

My room
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People
I’ve spent most of the time inside the Erasmus group - we were around 50 people
from all around the world. Finland, Estonia, Lithuania, Russia, Turkey, Slovakia, Germany, Netherlands, Belgium, France, Spain, USA, Mexico, Costa Rica, Chile, Australia
and South Korea.
Having all the people outside of Europe was amazing experience because since I
know the central Europe, I felt responsible for showing them as much as possible.
They were keen to see as much as possible and since I’m obsessed with travelling, it
was a pleasure. I also made two trips to Prague where we stayed at my friends flat,
meet my family and experience local culture.
I was spending most of the time with Costarican girl, guy from Minnesota, girl from
Iowa, two guys from Netherlands, two girls from Australia and two girls from Chile.
And I’ve learn so much about their countries and I’m really happy I have friends
there so I can visit them one day.

Antonio and Veronica from Costa Rica

Bella from Australia and Gertjan from
Netherlands

Fernanda and Cata from Chile and
Carmen Australia

Gertjan and Guy from Netherlands
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Daily life
Beside a lot of travelling I’ve spent also lot of time at school. It was normal to have
school until 8 or 9pm. Then we stayed at school to work on projects. We have also
lot of side project since we study kind of creative program - we were filming, photo
shooting, creating posters, making radio show. And then when we got home, we
were cooking, talking, watching TV and doing other activities together.
But when the weather was nice, we went for afternoon hike - the mountains were
just around corner and I was always amazed how beatiful is it there and how awesome are the views. If we werent hiking in the mountains, we usually went to Bregenz to sit by the lake and watch sunset or when it was hot sunny day, there was a
beach with nice place for swimming. That was really magical and I wish I could live
here.

Lake Constanze - our favourite place

Classic evening near the lake

Zanzenberg - 5 min walk from our house
with a view to lake and mountains

Afternoon by the lake

This was just half an hour walk from home

Just an afternoon hike
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Travelling
As I mention before, this semester I travel like I’ve never travel before. In the winter,
we tried to ski and snowboard as much as possible, but the snow situation this year
wasn’t the best. When the weather got better, we went for one week to Tuscany with
guy from Minnesota and girl from Costa Rica, we spent weekend in Innsbruck, two
weekends in Prague, we went to Switzerland, Lichtenstein, Munich, Salzburg and we
even biked around Lake Constance. I think the pictures speak themselves.

Skiing in Diedamskopf

Hiking in Lünersee - lake in 2000 m above sea level - snow and swimming

Trip to Italy - Lago di Garda, Firenze, Pisa, Cinque Terre, Lago di Como

Weekend in Innsbruck

Weekend in Prague
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Conclusion
My semester in Austria was just perfect experience and I’m really happy I decided to
go for study exchange. I’m grateful for all the people I’ve met here, for getting know
the austrian culture and food and visiting all the new countries, towns and villages.
And I shouldn’t forget about the school, I’ve learn so many new things, mainly from
design, which I was missing in my education. I’ve learn how to make time-lapse photography, how to draw better, how to get documents ready for professional printing,
what is trendy in graphic and web design. I think I gain more experience than by
staying in Denmark and I hope I can take advantage of it in my proffessional life.
Now I’m sad that it’s almost over and I have to say goodbye to this place and all the
people. But before we will go home, we have one more trip left - almost half of the
erasmus group bought tickets to Barcelona, Mallorca and Rome, so there are still
some stories to make.
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